Fostering Inequality Research

Qualification

INDIVIDUAL FUNDS & GRANTS
- Doctoral Fellowships: Independent positions and positions in Cluster projects
- Postdoctoral Fellowships: Independent positions and positions in Cluster projects
- External Senior Fellowship
- Internal Senior Fellowship
- Journalist-in-Residence Fellowship
- Bridge Fellowships (Cluster & YSF)
- Dissertation completion grants by the Committee on Research (AFF)
- Hardship Fund

RESEARCH FUNDS & GRANTS
- Cluster Projects (large-scale)
- Small Grants Funding
- Outgoing Fellowship
- Flexible Fund
- Workshop Funding
- Early Career Researchers Support Fund
- Project Funding (AFF)
- Project Funding (YSF)
- Doctoral Fund by the University of Konstanz

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION
- Graduate School of the Social and Behavioural Sciences (GSBS)
- Inequality Specialization within the Doctoral Program of the GSBS
- Courses by the Cluster's Methods Hub

TRAININGS & MENTORING
- Methods Hub Working Groups
- Methods Hub: Consulting on Research Data Management, Data Collection, Research Ethics and Methods
- Cluster Trainings, Roundtables and Info Events
- Retreat for Early Career Researchers
- Science Communication and Media Training
- Research Support: Guidance for Grant Proposal Writing
- Academic Staff Development: Trainings and Coaching
- Equal Opportunity Office: Mentoring Programs
- Career Service: Courses and Consulting

FURTHER SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
- Cluster Projects (large-scale)
- Small Grants Funding
- Outgoing Fellowship
- Flexible Fund
- Workshop Funding
- Early Career Researchers Support Fund
- Project Funding (AFF)
- Project Funding (YSF)
- Doctoral Fund by the University of Konstanz
- Graduate School of the Social and Behavioural Sciences (GSBS)
- Inequality Specialization within the Doctoral Program of the GSBS
- Methods Hub Working Groups
- Methods Hub: Consulting on Research Data Management, Data Collection, Research Ethics and Methods
- Cluster Trainings, Roundtables and Info Events
- Retreat for Early Career Researchers
- Science Communication and Media Training
- Research Support: Guidance for Grant Proposal Writing
- Academic Staff Development: Trainings and Coaching
- Equal Opportunity Office: Mentoring Programs
- Career Service: Courses and Consulting

Further information on the different offers may be obtained via the hyperlinks provided.

Cluster of Excellence
The Politics of Inequality